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Introduction 
Assigning type schemes to terms of A-calculus (or of combinatory logic) was 
introduced by Curry in the context of his foundational program. Since the theory 
of types has become asubject of interest of computer theorists, many type assignment 
systems have been proposed (see [6, 7]). The development of A-calculus models 
gives a number of interpretations of type schemes. Any type assignment system asks 
naturally the completeness of type assignment system question. Barendregt [2], 
Coppo [4] and Hindley [6] answered this question using the Filter model, the 
Pw-model and the Term model, respectively. 
Benyelles [3] has obtained completeness for several closed terms and Church 
numerals. He has also proved for the above terms, the following relation: 
{ ( ]DD ~ aX)  ~ ~- aX} 
where D ~ aX means Vp VV {~X]c~a~v}. (1) 
Hindley [6] asked: for what terms does the relation (1) hold? Later (in a personal 
letter to the author) he pointed out that relation (1) does not hold in its full generality. 
In fact Baeten et al. [1] stated that for any closed term M there is a A-model 
satisfying the equation /2 = M where /2---(hx. xx)(Xx, xx). Hence there exist two 
models D,, D2 such that: 
• in D1, [[12~ =~K~ and hence ~g2~e~(a~(b~a))~vVv,  
• in D2, [[I2j] =l[ I] and hence ~g2De[[(a-,a)]l~Vv. 
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But in the syntactic type assignment we do not have 
~-(a~a)12 or ~-(a~(b~a))12.  
This is a counterexample to relation (1). What causes such a problem? Hindley (in 
discussion with the author) says that the problem is exactly: what is the equality in 
rule (eq) of "usual" type assignment system? He argued this by pointing out that 
the rule (eq) says that the type of X can be passed to Y if X = Y. But the extra 
axiom 12 = K is not true for fl-equality, and as soon as we add it to =xt3 we change 
the equality relation. The rule (eq) will not be valid in general for the new equality. 
In contrast, the model D1 (where [[12]] = [[K~) adding the extra axiom g2 = K does 
not change the equality. The rule (eq) remains valid and the type of K can be 
passed to 12. But this is only in one model. Thus the type assignment 
(a ~ (b--~, a))12 
is valid in D1 but not provable in the abstract system. 
To solve this problem there are two ideas. The first one is to modify the definition 
of the rule (eq) of the type assignment system. For each model D we can define a 
formal equality 
aX X =D Y 
Rule (eqD) 
aY  
where X =D Y means (Vp){~X]lp =[YL} .  We also define a formal deductibility 
~--D by usual rules (-~E), (-~I) and the new rule (eqD). The relation (1) can be 
rewritten 
{(3D) B~DaX} ¢:~ {B~-DaX}. (2) 
The second idea (suggested by Hindley) is to define a notion of weak completeness 
to avoid the equality rule problem. 
Definition 1 (weak completeness). A theory TAX is weakly complete if[ for all closed 
terms M, for all A-model D, if~M~ ° ~ ~a~v for some v, then (3M*)  (~M~ D -- ~M*] ° 
and t-no teq aM*).  
In the sequel we will exploit these two ideas to show that weak completeness 
holds in every lambda calculus model. 
Notation and preliminaries 
The notation adopted here is the same as in [6]. To make this paper readable we 
recall some definitions and results. 
• Type schemes a, fl, y, . . . .  are built up from an infinity of type variables a, b, 
c , . . .  by the rule: from a and b build (a-~ b). 
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• Type assignment statements are expressions aX where a is a type scheme and 
X is a term. X is called the subject of the statement. 
• A basis B is any finite set of statements where subjects are variables and such 
that no two statements in B have the same subject. Subject(B) is the set of all 
subjects of statements X. 
Definition 2. The type assignment system with equality rule (eq) (=an, ca-equality, 
(eqD). . . )  is defined by the following rules 
[ xl 
/3Y 
(,~ ~/3)(,~x. Y) 
(~ E) 
aY  
(EqD) -~  if Y=oX.  
(a~3)X aY 
(3xr) 
Definition 3. Valuations: Given any model D a valuation of a type variable is any 
map V which assigns to each variable a, a subset of D. Any such V determines an 
interpretation I[ ]]~ of all type schemes by the rules: 
(i) HaL = V(a), 
(ii) ~(a ~f l )~  ={d ~ D: Vec~a~d.  e~l[/3L}. 
Satisfaction: a statement aX  is satisfied by D, p, V iff [IX L c ]a]lv. B ~D aX is 
equivalent to every D, p, V satisfying B and also satisfying aX. 
Weak completeness of type assignment 
To prove the weak completeness theorem we first define a Term model AD 
corresponding to D-equality. We will show that Hindley's completeness theorem 
[6] using the Term models AA~, A,.~, AA~ is also valid for the Term model AD. We 
deduce relation (2) from this theorem. Then the weak completeness property holds 
by application of the postponement theorem for D-equality. 
Definition 4. Let D be any model of lambda calculus. The domain of the Term 
model Ao is the set of all D-convertibility classes. For all term M, the equivalence 
class of a term M is noted as [M] and is defined by 
[M] = {N: Vp [[M]],, = ~NL}. 
The application map.  is defined as usual by 
IX].[  Y] = [XY]. 
Also the interpretation map ] ] is as usual 
~X]l = [[ Y, /x , . . .  Yn/xn]X] 
where Xl .. • x2 are the free variables of X and p(xi) = [ Y~]. 
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Theorem 5 (Hindley's completeness theorem holds also for (eqo)). 
B ~ o /X~B ~- o/X. 
To prove this theorem we need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 6 (equality postponement theorem for ~o).  All applications of the rule (Eqo) 
can be spushed own to the end of deduction, that is if B ~-o o/X, then there exists an 
X*  such that B ~-DnotEq o/Xg¢ and X*  = o X. 
Proof (see [5]). Let ~1, ~2, . . . ,  @, be a deduction of ~ where ~k is B ~- aXk, 
~,  ------ ~ and @n is B ~- o/X. We will show by induction on k -- 1 , . . . ,  n that there 
exists an X* such that X*= Xk and B. 
• I f  @k is one of the premises, this is true for X*--- X. 
• If  ~k follows by [--notEq from [-O/iXi and ~-o/jXj, then the inference must be 
(o/j'-)'o/k)Xi, oljXjt--o/k(XiXj) and by the induction hypotheses we have 
~-not Eq o/jX* and . ~--,otEq (o/j~ ak)X*.  Then ~not Eq o/k(X*X~). Let Xk be X~Xj 
and X*k =-- X*~X*. Finally suppose that ~--o/kXk follows from ~-a~X~ by rule (Eqo). 
By the induction hypotheses we have ~-~ot Eq oljX~i • We take Xk*--= X*.  [] 
Lemma 7 (an extension of the normal form theorem). I fB  ~-o O/X then there exists 
a A-term X*  in normal form such that B [--Dnot Eq o/X• and X =oX* .  
Proof. By the previous lemma, we know that there exists an XI* such that X =o XI* 
and B ~-o not Eq O/X1 :g- By the well known normalization theorem, there exists a term 
X* in normal form such that B ~-o not Eq otX*. [] 
Lemma 8 (a corollary of the normal form theorem). I fB  ~-o o/X and we define B ~X 
by B~X = {fly: fly c B and y free in X} then B'~X ~O O/X. 
Proof. Let B ~-o aX. The previous lemma give us an X* in normal form such that 
B }--Dnot Eq o/X*. Let B0 be the set of all statements in B which actually occur as 
uncancelled premises of this deduction. Then by induction on [--Dnot Eq, it is easy 
to see that Subject(Bo) -- FV(X*) .  Now suppose that FV(X*)  ~ FV(X*)  and X* 
is in normal form. This is not possible because ~X~ ° = ~X*~ ° for all interpretations 
p. Hence FV(X)  D_ FV(X*) ,  B'~X D_ Bo and B ~'X r-o not Eq o/X*. By rule (Eqo) we 
obtain B "f X F-o o/X. [] 
Lemma 9. I f  B ~-A~ aX then B ~-o aX. And if X Afttl-reduces to Y, we also have 
BF-DaY. 
Proof. Let D be any model of A-calculus. By the postponement theorem for 
Aft-equality there exists a term X '  such that X'= An X and B ~-not~ aX'. We have 
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in any model D, X'= A~ X~[X ' ]  D =[IXll D. Hence B ~-DaX' and B ~-oaX. The 
subject reduction theorem and its corollary proved in [6, p. 6] give us: If B ~-~ aX 
and Xh/3r/-reduce to Y, then B ~-~ aY  and finally B ~-r9 aY. [] 
To prove the theorem we define the valuation v by V(a)={[M]: B+~-DaM} 
where B + is defined as in [6]. The term [M] is the equivalence class of M as given 
by Definition 3. B ÷ is the set of statements in which a type scheme in the type 
language is assigned to an infinity of term variables and no term variable in (B ÷ - B) 
occurs in X. Now we can establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 10. [M]c[[c~v ¢:> B+HDaX. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is exactly the same as the proof in [6, p. 9]. Only 
some minor changes are needed. The proof is by induction on the structure of a. 
The basis is true by definition of V. For the induction step, let a = (/3 ~ y). Then 
B+~-(/3~y)M ~ VZ(B+~-/3Z ~ B+~-(yMZ)) by(~l ) .  
We also have 
VZ (B + ~- /3Z~B + ~- (yMZ))  
<::> VZ ([Z] c [[/3]IL,~[MZ] c [[y~) by induction hypotheses 
¢~ [M] c [[/3 --> 3'], by definition of [[ ]Iv- 
Conversely, suppose VZ (B + ~/3Z~B + ~ (yMZ));  choose Z to be a term variable 
z not occurring in M and such that B + contains the statement/3z. Then B+~ -/3z, 
also B + ~- (yMz). Hence by ~-introduction, B+-{/3z} ~- (/3--> y)(Az. Mz) and so 
B + ~- (/3 ~ y)(Az. Mz) and finally B + ~- (/3 --> y )M by Lemma 9. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5. Suppose B ~oaX by Lemma 9 we have B + ~--DaX. Then by 
Lemma 8, B+~X~-DCeX. By definition of B + we have B~X=B+'rX. Hence 
B~X ~-r~aX and finally B~-DaX because BD_B~X. [] 
Theorem 11 (weak completeness). Every A-theory is weakly complete. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 and Definition 1, we easily deduce Theorem 11. 
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